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ISN'T YOGA AN EASTERN RELIGIOUS PRACTICE?
 
With its earliest inscriptions originating from the Indus Valley over 5000 years ago,
yoga definitely has deep and rich cultural roots from ancient Indian civilisation which
later spread to the Far East.  Acknowledging the many benefits of this ancient
practice, yoga evolved into many different lineages and was adapted as a spiritual
discipline by different religions.  Without dishonouring its rich heritage, yoga’s many
benefits continue to be recognised by modern western science and different cultures
forming what is now the modern-day adaptation of yoga - arguably completely
separable from any religion or adaptable by any religion as a spiritual practice. 
 
In its most neutral form, however, yoga consists of 3 key components: breath work,
movement and meditation.
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AREN'T YOGA POSES USED TO WORSHIP DIFFERENT GODS?
 
Yoga poses (asanas) are simply a way to strengthen and stretch our bodies.  While
some yoga lineages adopt the tradition of worshipping different gods with yoga
poses and some yoga pose names may translate into names of religious idols, when
you separate the yoga pose names from the movements, many of these poses are
used in exercise routines.  It is the intention we import into the movements that gives
it meaning.  An example of this is Crescent pose.  In the fitness world, Crescent pose
is called a Lunge.  How you move your body cannot be owned by a yoga pose name.
 
God looks at the heart and our intention. So  search your heart and be clear with your
intentions.

"O LORD, You have searched me
and known me." (Psalm 139:!)
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IF YOGA IS SOMEHOW RELATED TO OTHER RELIGIOUS PRACTICES, SHOULDN'T
CHRISTIANS JUST AVOID IT ALTOGETHER?
 
Historically, many cultural traditions and practices have had some correlation to
other religious practices or used in a secular way, but it doesn't stop Christians from
benefiting from it.  If you look into the history of competitive running, you’ll find that
the origins of this modern sporting event was often linked to honouring or
worshiping of idols or gods.  Today, we run simply for health benefits.  Drinking
chocolate dates back to historical findings in religious ritual sites of the Mayan
people. Today, we drink and eat chocolate simply because it is tasty.  We believe that
God can redeem all things for His Glory.

"Without Him, nothing was made
that has been made." (John 1:1-3)
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ISN'T YOGA MEDITATION DANGEROUS?
 
Yes, meditation can be dangerous if we don’t know what we are meditating on.  Do
you know what you meditate on? Different religious practices and even secular
practices encourage “meditation".  It all depends on what kind of meditation you are
engaged in.  As Christians, we are told to meditate on the precepts of God -
meditation is often something God calls us to do.  We define meditation to be “an
active surrender to inactivity to the presence of God prompted by the Holy Spirit in
order that He may dwell in our innermost spaces as we begin to grow in the likeness
of Christ.”  Biblical references to “meditation” always infer the filling up of God’s
Word and NOT the emptying of our minds.  We only declutter our minds and fill it
with all things good, truthful, noble and praiseworthy - God’s Word.

(Josh. 1:8; Phil. 4:8; Pslm. 1:2; Pslm. 16:4)
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IS THERE A RISK THAT BY SAYING "YES" TO CHRISTIAN YOGA, OTHERS MIGHT GO
AND PRACTISE YOGA IN PLACES THAT MIGHT BE ROOTED IN OTHER
PHILOSOPHIES OR CHANT TO OTHER GODS?
 
The short answer is YES.  There is always a risk of people practising Christian yoga
and then deciding to explore other yoga practices that might be rooted in other
religious practices or philosophies.
 
Yet just like a church, we exist to preach the Gospel and create a sacred space for
people to connect with Jesus but we cannot stop others from exploring other
religions or philosophies.
 
As a Believer, we must constantly seek God’s wisdom to discern God’s will for us and
remember that God does not tempt us. (James 1:13)
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SHOULD CHRISTIANS PRACTICE YOGA?
 
In short, yoga might not be for everyone.  We believe that it is always important to
seek the Lord in prayer and ask for clarity.
If it’s not for you and you find that it is stumbling for your faith, then by all means
discontinue your practice.  But if you, like us, find that the yoga practice benefits you
physically, mentally and draws you closer to God and your relationship with Jesus
grows because of it, then YES you should keep practising!
 
Always pray about where you practise and with whom you practise with, just like you
would with all things.

"And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all
in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the

Father through him”  - (Colossians 3:17)
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DO's
We DO meditate on Scriptural truths from the Bible
We DO fix our minds on Jesus
We DO believe in decluttering our minds
WE DO pray to the sovereign God only
We DO encourage worship music to be used in your practice
 
DON'Ts
We DO NOT empty out our minds in meditation
We DO NOT chant
We DO NOT practice Kundalini awakening
We DO NOT seek spiritual enlightenment
We DO NOT do the Kirtan
We DO NOT open the third eye
WE DO NOT pray to Hindu gods


